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Digital Design & Alteration
The Establishment of a Socio-technological Hub
The establishment of a Socio-technological Hub is through refurbishing, altering and 
reprogramming of already existing KTH School of architecture, Stockholm by the 
means of digital tools. This project is driven with two parallel objectives. First, ex-
ploring the potential for alteration when using the contemporary digital tools in the 
design and production. Seconded exploring the potential of architecture as a me-
dium for integration of the knowledge in 3 sectors of society: university, industry and 
public. To achieve the second goal a mixed used program is needed. The architecture 
body that holds the mixed used program must enable a fluent and dynamic move-
ment for public within its program. This is archived by introducing public galleries as 
step stones thin the structure of the building which motivate and direct fluent move-
ment of public within the rest of programs.
A Fab Lab as a potential seed is introduced and clustered with offices and research 
groups linked affiliated by university. A Fab Lab (fabrication laboratory) is a small-
scale workshop offering (personal) digital fabrication. A Fab Lab offers the cutting 
edge technology in the line of production. The firms and offices of various industries 
are testing the latest technology into their system and refining the ongoing develop-
ment in technologies and evolving their systems.
The research group are in charge of producing knowledge. In such ... the knowledge 
is produced and tested within the existing system . a set of galleriesare planted within 
various part of the building which is used for showing off the latest product of each 
technology or the technology itself. These galleries are to be used by public for inte-
grating them into the development.
Part of the FAB-lab itself services the public. The most important aim of this hub is 
the interaction between public, industry and science. In which the three mentioned 
groups benefit from each other through conscious and unconscious collaboration .
The chosen site has the potential for such project because:
1- The brutal concrete existing structure signifies the industrial revolution.
2- It is located centrally and is close to the university’s main campus, small firms, and 
residential neighbourhood.
3- It is going to be evacuated within a short while. Part of the building has been dam-
aged and burned down due to the fire accident.

Site’s History
Informal name of the Area is Lärkstaden, built mainly 1907–1917 by the architect 
Per-Olof Hallman . North Part of it looks like a town of villas, but few of them (or ac-
tually Townhouse) are residential today. The south part of the area has normal family 
residential houses, and is dominated by Engelbrektskyrkan. Before the church came, 
there was a mill, stora Träskan, it was torn down 1880. Some houses related to the 
milling were scattered on thehill beside Uggleviks gatan. There were little housing  n 
this rocky north part of stholm. The area southe of the mountain was at the end of 
the 19th century names Träskängen, which was the last part of the marshes from the 
earlier lake Stora Träsket. The so called Lindhagenplanen, a city plan that was going 
to regulate the streets of Stockholm (1886) In that plan Valhallavagen was defined, 
as well as Karlavagen and Odengatan. The straight streets of the city plan demanded 
relatively flat land. It would have been very expensive to make that mountainous part 
of Stockholm flat, that is why this is one of the few areas of Stockholm that are moun-
tainous. That is why this area grew up relatively late. The city plan of Larkstaden is 
inspired by the city planner from autriche, where one should take into account the 
natural existing conditions, with smaller scale with small calm streets, terraces, small 
plazas and parks.
The church was Built on 1910-1914 by Lars Israel Wahlman. Architectural style is 
Jugend and National-ram antics (Nationalromantik), It is one of the most famous 
examples of this style in Sweden. The adjacent houses are designed in the same style 
with Brick by architects such as: Cyrillus Johansson, Ivar Engström, Hjalmar Wester-
lund, Rudolf Arborelius and Höög & Morssing .
The main building was designed by Gustaf Lindgren and built 1895–97. Structure 
was granitefoundation and brick walls with decorative details. From beginning build-
ing was for women (115 cells). But got some departments for men also. There was a 
special cell for punishment in the Basement. Food served in fixed bowls (3), in each 
door. The last prisoners were moved out 27 years after the opening of the prison. 1925 
Riksarkivet, (The National Archives (RA) is a Swedish state administrative authority, 

Volumetric

According to main formal principles, a Parametric-Algorithm definition was set up in Grasshopper to generate the alternatives possibilities of 
form and architectural spatial. Using the parametric and algorithmic techniques enables a higher degree and relatively more precise influence 
of quantitative and measurable parameters in the formation of conception and eventually architectural form. The generated alternatives were 
evaluated based on the relation to existing structure, program, circulation and format aesthetic. The most suitable alternative was chosen and 
further articulated in relation to the existing structure. The two structure new and old symbiotically coexist . While each indicates the formal 
tendencies of a architecture of its time, they support each other in the structural and programmatic points. The beam and column of the mod-
ern, industrial age coexist and is a platform layer of today’s curvilinear products of digital age. 

Digital Tools & Alteration
The existing structure has been studied in order to achieve an overall view of which elements can be taken away, which must be kept 
untouched
and which has to be reinforced based on the introduced new program (Figure X). Many of the outer columns that are surrounded 
with the L-shaped building was taken away. Few of them was kept as a guide grid in design of the connection between the newly 
introduced form and existing L-Shaped building. The Grid was further used as a guide to align the profile of the newly introduced 
envelope. The Green diagram is presenting the area of newly introduced form and its relation to the existing structure.

operating under the Ministry of Culture. The National Archives is responsible for 
state archives and records management in the country) took over the building. In 
1968 the building was torn down in ordr to build the architecture school. Structure of 
architecture school is Concrete and vertical slabs create the foundation of the build-
ing, which should be seen in the façade. Façade against north is open and made of 
copper, glass and wood. The high part of the building (3 sides) contain drawing labs  
nd studios. The studios double function as corridors.
4th of May 2011 low part toward Uggleviksgatan was under fire. The aula was com-
pletely destroyed. It was one of the biggest fires in Stockholm for many years. It was 
difficult to extinguish because of the big open spaces and the lack of natural exits for 
the smoke. Also the metal sheets on walls and roof made it more difficult to extin-
guish. The high building is intact. The low part has to be torn down. If the building 
will be restored to its former design, or if it will be a new one is still being discussed. 
Since Architecture department will move to the campus in 2013, the discussion of the 
future of the building has speeded up. The workshop was completely destroyed. In 
October 2011 Stockholms stadsmuseum, have given the building certification BLUE, 
which means that it gets a strong protection against destruction. The motivation was; 
“Because Arkitekturskolan has given rise to so many opinions and feeling since it was 
built, it has a high cultural-historical importance.”  “The house is an expression for a 
kind of original architecture which is pure without so much color and added details”. 
In 2008 it was voted with big majority to be the ugliest building in Stockholm.
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